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On  the“Ordinary”Style of Philosophy and the Tradition of the Kyoto 

School: A Sketch of Clinical Philosophy and Clinical Education in 

Postwar Japan 

FUMIOONO 

Faculty of Global and Regional Studies, Doshisha University 

I稔 thefield of philosophy in post!υaγJapan there has been so鴨eacademic ‘'a／／，町•gic γesistance ’ to

the官aditionof the Kyoto School. Some Jap出iesephilosoph出 inyo叩 gergeneratio払 di；γectl.yor 

indirectly, critici；自由iddispel it thro1，屯htheirゆ出tophilosophi；日制問問‘esoteric'la略出ge

of the Kyoto Sch叫 b叫 ma laねguageぬatis問中γγemoved四均的sp田ch.They問 nto師同

as the premise如明etaphysica!schematism出 follows:Kyoto/Tokyo, pr.即ar~抑制ar, esoteric 

la.ηzguιgelev町？ぬ'Yspeech, scholastic S旬』l。初穂 町・lefi計philosophyetc. 

Interest悶g/.yenough, philosophers of the Kyoto School, how四 e"also intended and tried to 

philosophi世間古田γ‘own’style問 an'ordina.ザlangi岬ー Namely,it can be said伽 tthey s師。4

on the same hoγ醐ね出均eircritics国 a民間e，四enif th間切符肌dtheir Ian且uageofph伽 ophy

so抽出・messeemed to間同 be竜自oteric'o.γscholastic’in appearance、Theyhad their own吋出ons

for the philosophy in such a sty仏 and叩eshould take iお前C田sityin拍印加id，官aれonin their oi叩

context. 

This paper aims to s!?etch out the philosophical heritage ofぬeKyoto School in pos.加昨］ap印

刷1d脱出回作1dout a prime examp』ofsuch b官山容師出ぱ出。fthe 'to叫昨dthe肝 din市 iness

in daily life'. n拙 philosophicalherit，五gehas勾eciallybeen d四elopedunder the山 zceptof the 

clinical (Ri；田 hoin Japanese，臨床）in阻止問sfields such由 clinicalphilosophy, clinical 

psycholof!J" clinical science of mming出 well出 clinicalpedagogy. In this pap町， itis desmbed 

由｝拙 thefundam四個iぬ由。fthe clir市 alaγe aηA叩hat蜘 dof con田開申込p田治山出 they

b出＇＂

One week before rhe international symposium for Education and the Kyoto School Paul Standish, 

Naoko Saito, Takashi I泊 andI had a colloquium on“Beyond the Self and日placingthe叫リectof 

philosophy”at the annual meenng of the History of Educanonal Thought Society in Tokyo. Let 

me begin with continutng the discussion at the colloquium. A co日 presenter,Takashi Iida （飯関経

1948-), indicated tn l11S presentation that “philosophical language in Japan began to mature in the 

1960γ （Iida 20日， p.4). He cnnrinued to describe rhe history of the postwar Japanese philosophy 

asゐ!lows:Some younger philosophers afrer rhe 1960’s such as Shozo Ohmori （大森荘蔵

1921-1997), Yoshimichi Nakajima （仁＇＂ぬま主道 1946-),Hitoshi Nagai （永井均 1951-)etc.“tried to 

conduct philosophtca! discussions in a language that is not far removed from everyday speech. In 

this way, they wan日dto dispel the田otericstyle of pre-war Japanese philosophy, represenred by 

the Kyoto School around Nishida Ki回目立問EEi幾多郎 187ふ1945）］”（ibid.).Incidentally, Iida 

lumse!f was a former srudent of Ohmori. 

Though I knew the fact rhat there had been strong resistance to the Kyoto School in the 

postwar Japanese philosophy, this comment clearly reminded me of it again. As for me, I had a 

career of srudying and of teaching at Kyoto Umverstry and I have an impression that the trad1t10n 
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ofrhe 1くyoroSchool is partly, but surely still alive here. Moreover, one can say that tl11S tradition 

has been inherited not only rn the field of philosophy in a narrow sense, but also in the wider 

philosoph1cal field lrnked with religious studies and philosophy of education around the Kyoto 

Univetsiry. 

I imagine that the“marunry”of Japanese philosoph1cal language to which Iida referted would 

be concerned with a relative decline of the status of philological studies in philosophy. There are 

struggles for hegemony between philosophy and philology not only 111 the field of philosophy, but 

also in other humanltles and social sciences such as religious studi回， historicalstudies or 

educational studies Iida gave evidence on this matter that“Ohmori was also one of the 

philosophers who introduced analytic philosophy 111 post-war Japan, and this was not unrelated 

with his conscious efforts to make his philosophical style much closer to everyday speech" In fact, 

Ohmori strictly med to philosophize not 111 too much academic日rminologicallanguage which 

were translated from Chinese or Western philosophies, but in his own ordinary language 

The Language of this new“Tokyo School of ordinary-language-philosophyヘwecall it so by 

way of experiment, is far different from that of the Kyoto School, although philosophers of the 

Kyoto School also tried to plulosophize 111“ordinary”Japanese (I) Ohmori and his students 

regard using their own mind in their own language as one of the most important activities of 

philosophy, and er山口zethe tradmonal way of philosophical studying in Japan for being scho／，市 tic.

They believe that philological in日rpre日tionhas been considered more impor回ntthan necessary 111 

such a tradition. In addmon many of them specialize in analytic philosophy and history of science, 

and therefore they use never ' religious language”like Nishida and Keiji Nishi悶ni（山i谷啓治

1900ぺ990),but “scientific language”The cr山口 ofthe Kyoto School seem to share as the 

prem1Se the metaphysical schematism as follows, though it is not sure that they are valid and 

reasonable or not 

Kyoto I Tokyo 

prewar I postwar 

esotenc language I ordinary language or everyday speech 

religious philosophy I analytical philosophy in scientific language 

a scholastic or highbrow style I an own style for philosophy 

I make an additional 問 mark here that there is another tradition of “Japanese 

ordinary-language-philosophy”in a different meaning, that IS, from Tetsuro Watsuji （有l；上官邸

1889-1960) and Shuzo Kuki （九鬼同法 1888-1941)to Megumi Sakal冗（坂部滋 1936-2009)and 

Sumihiko Kumano (f!~野純彦 1958-), who all once studied or study at the University of Tokyo 

and tried and try to印 nstructethics based on Japanese spiritual cultures. Because of this purpose, 

their thoughts are expressed in softly splendid and beautiful Japan田e,or in the harmonized 

language between Kango (classic Chinese) and ｝う1mato-kotoba(old Japanese regarded as native). 

Such a charac日nmcIS somehow shared also by Kiyokazu Washida （約rn消ー 1949-),who studied 

at Kyoto University and is one of the repr出 entariveJapan田 cphilosophers of today. 

AnY'四y,the efforrs to pl11losoph1ze in ordinary language by philosophers who inherited the 

口aditionof the Kyoto School have recently been made in the development of the idea of the 

“clinical”（Rinsho in Japanese，臨床）.For example, Bin Kimura （木村敏 1931-),a plulosopher and 

a representanve phenomenological anthropological psychiatrist in Medical School at Kyoto 
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University, who is deeply influenced not only by Victor von We1zsacker and Martin Heidegger but 

also by Nishida’s philosophy, develops his onginal standpoint as clinical philosophy. Hayao Kawai 

（河合if！｝；~ 1928-2007), the first Jungian analysr in Japan and a pioneer of clini同 1psychofogy, was 

五oundedwith Shuji Wada （和田修二 1932-)the chairs for clinical pedagogy in Graduate School of 

Education at Kyoto University and whose professorships were and are taken by Nono Sumeragi 

（良紀夫 1940-), Saroji Yano （矢野智司 1954-),Tadashi Nishihira （凶平誼 1957-)and Naoko 

Saito （前日露直子）

Around these circles there is another tradition from Motomori Kimu四（木村索術 1895-1946),

a former student of Nishida, via Akira Mori （森昭 1915-1976)who W出 aformer student of 

Tanabe and Kimura and created firstly the chair of Anthropology of Education at Osaka 

University in Japan, ro Tsunemi Tanaka （前中毎突 1947-),a Mori’s last student, who develops 

Mon's philosophy and anthropological pedagogy in叩 theclinical theory of human becoming at 

IくyoroUniversity. 

Furthermore, the aらrememionedphilosopher K1yokazu Washida五oundedthe chalf五orclmical 

philosophy at Osaka U niversiry, which was the first institution五ormallynamed clinical philosophy 

in Japan 

They all mtend ro express their theoretical and practical activities as the“clinical”in the 

meaning of being rooted in everyday life and in ordinary language. In addition, it is also 

characteristic that they collaborate in an interdisciplinary way with the theoretical and practical 

knowledge of medicine, psychology, anthropology, education and the science of nursing By 

making such collaboration, they also try ro make a reformation and reorganization of the system of 

sciences. 

The idea of Rinsho became so popular among the academic world m Japan especially from the 

beginning of the 1980s and it spread out so widely into Japanese society that one might call this 

situation a sort of Risho-boom. It was 1988 th紅白 firstchair named Rinsho勾oiku(clinical 

pedagogy) in Japan was founded at Kyoto University, and ir was 1992 that What白 Clinical

Kno叫ん々 ・e?by Japan口ephilosopher Yujiro Nakamura （中村雄二郎 1925-)was publ凶ed,which 

was accep目das a kind of manifesto for the clinical philosophy. Today rhere are many chairs, 

courses and departmen日 whichare ritled Rinsho in Japanese Universit悶s,even besides medical 

schools. 

What they mean with the日rmRinsho or the clinical 1s, m a word, a close connection between 

theory and practice par excellence. This concept, however, has wider connotation than its 

appearance. Etymologically ro say, the concept of Rmsho (the clinical) has a literal meaning“robe 

at bedside" or st削 ghtforwardlyro say，“ro face deathへThetefore,when they use the日rmclinical, 

they do neither metely mean anything ordinary nor anything plain and simple, nor inseparability 

from everyday h長andeveryday pracnce, much less using“non-eso日ricJapanese”m philosophy. 
It is truly very intetesting and impor阻ntro think of the reason why they named their 

standpoint as“clinicalヘandmoreover, why tl11S concept somehow seemed ro come仕omthe 

tradmon of the Kyoto School But due to limitation of space and of my ability, a de回1led

discussion and reasoning are nor possible here Instead, let me give some hints on this matter only 

through referring to some common character1st1cs between the Kyoto School of philosophy and 

those who come out with a Rmsho or clinical principle in their theones and practices(2) 

When I consider common characteristics among them, I might nonce at least that they 
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unders四ndtheir theoretical and practical activities under the following tasks: 

I. Always to be closely related to death, or at least, to the po日ibilityof death 

2. To answer the question oflife“here and now" 

3. To live a u111que life as a concrete case in wluch universality in some sense incarnates 

4. To be responsible for calling from others and the inner self 

5 To have sensitivity how to narrate and what kmd of languages are used 

Beh111d these tasks there are latent dimensions where it is intended, whether consc10usly or 

unconsciously, to solve the metaphysical problems by overcomrng dichotomies as follows: 

I. immanent I transcendent 

2 pr白 enrI eternal 

3. particular/ universal 

4. 111d1v1dual I communal 

Because it might actually be impossible to build a bridge over these poles, people 111 modern 

society have been dreaming to overcome them. It is a contrad1cnon if both poles of these 

metaphysical dichotomies simultaneously exISt together. However, both philosophers of the Kyoto 

School and those luminaries who stand on the Rinsho poSition regard such a nature of coincidentia 

oppositorum (Nicolas of Cusa) not only as a moment of overcoming of modernity, but they also 

find 1t as“ordinanness”m daily life. It is sure to me that they indicate a contradictory phase of 

human life and try to produce the pl11losoph1cal dynamism through basing on this nature of 

contradiction‘Namely the existence of contradiction is五orthem never a matter to be solved, but 

rather a positive possibility as such, because it can make a moment of deconstruction of the 

lifeworld (Lebenswelt) and that of renewal of life itself. 

This s日ndpointto view a contradiction not in a neganve light led also the result that 

philosophcts of the Kyoto School exptessed thm own thoughts in a particul訂 wayof writing For 

example, the philosophical style and language of Nishida was so unique and“so eccentnc”（H1deo 

Kobayashi) that he was frequently cmic1zedゐrIt Sometimes it is said th紅白eform and the 

content of hIS philosophy arc coincident with each other Toshiaki Kobayashi correctly poin臼 out

that the characteristic phrase of Nishida“…nakereba naranu”（cannot help being so; have to be so) 

which appears very仕equendyin his tcx日 isthe necessary expression in and through which Nishida 

executes the epochi of the natural and trivial world (Kobayashi 1997, p. 27). 

On ti日 contrary,we might lead a possibiliry to ask from the case of Nishida whether everyday 

speech is so“natural”and so“simple”as it is believed in general or not, and also whether the 

“ordinariness”of the ordinary language which antagonis臼 ofthe Kyoto School assumed is a k111d 

of phantasma or not. 

Anyway, as Standish suggests in Education and the Kyoto School of Philosophy, in otdet to 

undersロndthe originaliry of the Kyoto School, it is necessary to tealize that“the path for 

philosophy in Japan was laidれotjust by the reading of the canonical texts that were四 kento 

define the subject but also by the very forms of express旧民 thelanguage, in which they were 

written”（S四ndISh& Saito eds. 2012, p. 5). Here it is not our task to make a decision whether or 

not such a“strategic”way of expression in the Kyoto School can be defined as“esoteric”as 

Ohmori and his students descnbed, but we can pre口selysay it is also “logical”at least When the 
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meanmgs of its n町田sityare ro be considered seriously, rhe significance of their struggles for 

creating rhe Japan田e philosophy can be realized and we can understand what k111d of 

philosophical paths lead from the tradition of the Kyoro School ro roday 

NOTES 

l The Japanese language in the early modern Japan, where Nishida made hard e町即時 toprortuce new modern 

Japanese for philornphy in the m印刷ngof Europcon science, was undergoing a transition, not only because of 

the impottation of Western cultures but also because of the refotm of Japanese writing system such as 

Genbrm'itchi movement, 

2. The clinical s凹 diessuch as clinical philosophy and clinical pedagogy are, to all appearances, somehow similar 

回 socalled applied philosophy, bur never same as it. The Rinsho-ne5' dccsn’t mean the application of 

“academic”philosophy to the matters of everyday life. Its aim 1s not to apply something to someone, but to 

find out together a new meaning which is hidden and unknown in the life of the patties concerned, and to 

change the living world together. 

3. Therefore, in the activities of Rinsho the fundamental passivity, receptiveness and readiness for the 

self-rronsゐrmationare more demanded than activity of application. 

4. The original version of this paper was pr田en日dat The 6'" International Symposium between the Graduate 

School ofEducation, Kyoto University Qapan), and the Institute ofEducation, University ofLondon (UK). 
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